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ABSTRACT 

This paper focuses on the use of open source content management systems in primary education. The first part of the 

paper addresses the issue of open source software and examines recent international, European, and national initiatives 

regarding open source content management systems. The second part of the paper distinguishes two types of content 

management systems: specialized educational focus and general purpose systems. The organization and structure of 

PostNuke, a popular content, community and collaborative management system, is presented in the third part of the 

paper. The fourth part provides an outline of the main teaching and learning uses of PostNuke at a primary school in 

Crete over a period of three years. In the final section, the lessons learned from the educational application of 

PostNuke are discussed and the future prospects of using open source content management systems in education are 

addressed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The potential of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to support new, more meaningful and 

student-centered forms of learning is widely recognized. The new e-learning paradigm appears to be one of 

the most promising realizations of this ICT potential. A primary condition for the realization of e-learning 

is the use of appropriate technological tools. In addition to the standard hardware and networking 

expenditures, the realization of e-learning also requires the use of specific software, either proprietary or 

open source. The present study focuses on Open source software (OSS) for supporting on-line teaching and 

learning.   

 

Over the past few years Open Source Software (OSS) has gained considerable momentum and widespread 

acceptance (c.f. O’Reilly, 1999; Moore, 2002; Goetz, 2003;). On an international level, two major trends 

can be identified within this movement: open source software development and open source content 

development. Regarding the former, recent developments include the Open Knowledge Initiative (OKI) 

while with respect to the latter, MIT’s OpenCourseWare (OCW) project and MERLOT represent major 

trends.  
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On the European Union level, OSS has attracted much attention which led to the recent funding of similar 

projects, both open source content (e.g. Learning Objects, LOs) and open source software (platforms, 

systems and standards) (Vuorikari, 2004a). More specifically, EU initiatives include projects such as 

ARIADNE, CELEBRATE, European Treasury Browser, LearningFolders.net, and etwinning (see table 1 

for details). Moreover, the EU endorses the use of OSS in education and addressed this need through two 

main projects, SIGOSSEE and JOIN. The former aims to evaluate the relevance and opportunities afforded 

by OSS for the European educational community while the latter is geared towards providing support for 

organizations/institutions that plan to employ Open Source Learning Management Systems (OSLMS).  

 

This interest in using OSS by European institutions/organizations/schools is reflected in a recent European-

wide survey (European SchoolNet, 2003). Even though not fully reliable due to the sampling procedures 

followed, the survey shows that about two thirds of the respondent schools use either an in-house or open 

source virtual learning environment. In particular, open source environments represented 15% of the 

respondent primary and secondary schools. On the other hand, proprietary systems represent about one 

third of virtual learning environments used. In-house environments are virtual learning environments 

developed by national, regional or local authorities, universities and schools themselves. Overall, the study 

findings suggest that there is an interest in developing either custom or using and adapting open source 

solutions for e-learning.  As is discussed in the report, the popularity of in-house and open source products 

may on the one hand lie in the fact that proprietary products are far too rigid and expensive for most 

educational institutions, primary and secondary schools. On the other hand, educational institutions seem to 

prefer to use products which can be tailored to their exact needs and over which they can have full control 

(c.f. European SchoolNet, 2003 for more details).  

 

Table 1. Overview of international and European projects/initiatives on Open Source Software 

 

Project/Initiative Description URL 

Open Knowledge 

Initiative (OKI) 

Development of specifications for 

components of educational software 

environments and standards for learning 

technologies 

http://www.okiproject.org 

OpenCourseWare (OCW) All course materials are released to the 

public 

http://ocw.mit.edu 

MERLOT Development and sharing of Learning 

Objects 

http://www.merlot.org 

ARIADNE Development of learning tools, objects, 

and methodologies 

http://www.ariadne-eu.org 

CELEBRATE design and use of collaborative and 

interoperable Learning Objects in 

integrated learning environments 

http://celebrate.eun.org 

European Treasury 

Browser 

Learning resources repository http://etb.eun.org/etb/index.html 

LearningFolders development of both educational content 

and an e-learning software platform 

http://lefo.net 

Etwinning Strengthen and develop networking 

among EU schools 

http://www.etwinning.net 

SIGOSSEE Evaluate the potential of Open Source 

Software for education 

http://www.ossite.org 
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Virtual Learning Environments 

From a historical point of view, e-learning systems are derived from groupware software, which falls into 

the category of Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW). These systems afford both the 

communication (synchronous & asynchronous) and the collaboration (shared virtual spaces, file sharing 

etc), among users. As the term e-learning is both generic and broad, referring to a wide range of on-line 

teaching and learning activities, e-learning systems are can be of many types: Content Management 

Systems (CMS), Course Management Systems (CMS), Learning Management Systems (LMS), Learning 

Content Management Systems (LCMS), Knowledge Management Systems (KMS). Given that (a) the 

primary emphasis of each system may vary greatly in important respects and (b) there is a lack of precision 

in the definitions of what each type includes or not, it is important to bear in mind what all the systems 

share, i.e. they refer to on-line learning systems which constitute Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs). In 

this study we mainly focus on Open Source Content Management Systems (OSCMS).  

 

Open Source CMS  

Open Source Software Content Management (OSSCM) can be distinguished in two major categories: 

Content Management Frameworks (CMF) and Content Management Systems (CMS). The first category 

includes frameworks such as the Apache Cocoon project or Zope (written in Python). The second category 

includes systems such as PostNuke, phpNuke, openCMS, Typo3, Claroline, and Ilias to mention a few (see 

table 2). There are currently (Jan 05) well over 1000 open source web content/learning/course management 

systems registered with sourceforge (http://sourceforge.net), the largest repository of open source code and 

applications available on the web. Even though the majority of these projects are in early planning or 

development stages unavailable for testing or production purposes, there are about 200 hundred such 

mature web applications suitable for most purposes. Each OSCMS has its pros and cons depending on what 

one is looking for (i.e. course management and delivery over security or usability).  

 

CMS: AN EDUCATIONAL OUTLOOK  

From an educational perspective, CMS can be distinguished into two broad categories: (a) specialized 

systems which have a distinctive educational focus and (b) general purpose systems.  

 

Specialized CMS/Educational focus  

Whether OSS or proprietary, these applications were specifically designed for educational purposes and are 

built on the basis of various pedagogical design principles, supporting among others the creation of online 

communities as well as collaborative learning. Examples of such applications are CSILE-WebKF 

(proprietary; see Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1994), Synergeia (freeware but no source code provided; see 

Applet et al., 2002), Fle3 (open source; see Leimonen et al., 2003), LINE-DIMSS (freeware but not open 

source; see Mooij 2002; 2004; Mooij & Comber, 2004), WISE (no software provided, free to use web-

based application; Linn et al., 2003), ΚΙΕ (custom software is freeware but commercial software is also 

included; Linn et al., 1998), Belvedere (open source; see Suthers et al., 1997) and Co-VIS (proprietary; see 

Gomez et al., 1998). These systems are specialized in the sense that they have been developed with 

pedagogical objectives in mind so as to support collaborative learning and shared collaborative virtual 

spaces through appropriate tools. Software environments such as Synergeia/Fle3 or CSILE are based on 

specifically designed tools which support the cognitive processes of students in a variety of ways 

(Lipponen, 2001; Dimitrakopoulou & Petrou, in press). In addition to their pedagogical design, these tools 

are also founded on a conception of learning which is realized through working with the software (e.g. 

knowledge building  (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1994; progressive inquiry Hakarainen et al., 2001b).  

 

General Purpose CMS/No educational focus 

These applications essentially constitute Content, Community, and Collaborative Management Systems 

(C3MS). Due to their history, these systems are more oriented towards the support of collaborative 

communication and work amongst groups of users. These systems are general purpose tools which were not 
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in principle built to optimally facilitate collaborative learning from a pedagogical perspective. Given the 

lack of pedagogical design and the availability of OSCMS with an educational focus described above, one 

may wonder if general purpose tools present any interest to educators whatsoever. It is suggested that this 

lack of ad hoc pedagogical design not be perceived of as a disadvantage for three main reasons.  

First, it is beyond doubt that the specialized software applications mentioned above (such as Synergeia or 

CSILE-WebKF) present many comparative advantages over general purpose applications regarding their 

educational design and significance. It has been argued that the design of such systems always involves 

several pedagogical compromises (Dimitracopoulou & Petrou, in press). Moreover, the pedagogical 

usability (Hakkarainen et al., 2001a) represents only one dimension of their pedagogical effectiveness – 

their actual use being the other major dimension. On a more cognitive level, it should be taken into 

consideration that the implicit belief that new technologies for collaborative learning de facto afford more 

advanced opportunities for collaborative learning and therefore are inherently better compared to existing 

technologies does not appear to be universally justified (Stevens 2002; Macay, 1999).   

Second, even though the majority of OSCMS lack explicit pedagogical design (i.e. were not developed to 

address certain teaching and/or learning needs), some  OSCMS have been built from scratch with a learning 

theory in mind, such as e.g. Moodle. Other general purpose OSCMS such as PostNuke also present 

educational interest owing to either a posteriori educational focus (e.g. edunuke) or the development of 

specific instructional and learning modules (TECFA SEED Project: Synteta, Schneider & Frété, 2002; 

Frété, Synteta & Schneider, 2002; Schneider, Synteta & Frété, 2002). In the remainder of this paper we 

examine on one such OSCOM, PostNuke, and discuss an application in an educational institution.    

Third, as most of the OSCMS were developed to serve portal purposes web portals constitute the most 

widespread application of CMS today. Portals represent one of the most interesting developments in recent 

times compared to the first era of the web which was characterized by static pages. Portals structure user 

access to the information available on the web. Depending on their structure and purposes, portals are 

distinguished into horizontal and vertical. Portals have become very popular for specific services such as 

news and e-commerce. From an educational perspective, even though portals are widely adopted in the 

context of tertiary education, their dissemination in secondary and primary education has been limited. 

Moreover, research based on learning through portals in secondary and primary education has been scarce 

despite the possibilities afforded for their use in e-learning (Carmean & Haefner, 2002; SEED project: 

http://www.ilios.cti.gr/seed/). In this respect, portals might be a more appealing option for schools 

compared to a specialized software product, specifically designed for teaching and learning purposes.  

 

Table 2: Open Source Content Management Frameworks and Systems 

 

Content Management 

Framework/System 

Description URL 

Apache Cocoon project Framework written in Java http://cocoon.apache.org 

Zope Framework written in Python http://www.zope.org 

Moodle Specialized educational CMS 

which based on Papert’s 

constructionist epistemology 

http://www.moodle.org 

PostNuke Popular C3CMS http://www.postnuke.com 

edunuke Focus on the development of 

educational modules for 

PostNuke 

http://www.edunuke.org 

 

OSCMS in the Greek context 

In the Greek educational context OSCMS are becoming very popular as several portals use OSS solutions. 

Both governmental portals (such as the portal of the Pan-Hellenic School Network: http://www.sch.gr) and 

private or institution/organization portals (such as the Educational portal of South Aegean
:
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http://www.epyna.gr) rely on OSCMS solutions. Their use is due to (a) minimal cost (OSS under GNU 

GPL license), (b) the services offered, (c) reliability (continuously used for production purposes and 

evaluated by large communities of developers and users worldwide), and (d) the multiple opportunities for 

modifications, and customizations afforded by such systems. The PSN is an interesting example of a 

government educational organization which makes extensive use of OSS for most of the tools and services 

it provides. For instance, the asynchronous tele-education service offered by the PSN is based on Moodle 

which is, as mentioned earlier, a popular OSCMS developed with an educational focus offering the 

mechanisms for the creation and delivery of web based courses. Another example is e-class
 

(http://eclass.gunet.gr), the asynchronous learning platform which was developed by the Greek Universities 

Network (GUN) and adapted from another popular OSCMS with an explicit educational focus, Claroline 

(http://www.claroline.net).  

 

With respect to the use of portals in elementary education by Greek schools, there have recently been 

important developments. More specifically, up to 2004 the PSN basically offered schools (a) internet access 

services and (b) web hosting services. As a result, all the schools could do is upload static html pages to the 

PSN servers. As of 2004, the PSN provides more advanced services including dynamic html support as 

well, owing to the adoption of php and MySQL. Consequently, an even more important service is 

nowadays provided by the PSN: portal hosting. In principle, Greek schools nowadays are entitled not only 

to a website but also to a web portal. We find this to be a very significant development as each and every 

school can create and manage its own web portal without (a) hardware and software demands (given that all 

software is provided under GNU GPL license and can be customized to meet the needs of each particular 

school), and (b) networking costs (a leashed line for the web server to be continuously online is not 

required). Moreover, the technical aspects are easily handled, since school staff are relieved from most of 

the technical burdens of setting up web and database servers as well as installing, configuring and 

maintaining an OSCMS. PostNuke is among the OSCMS currently supported by PSN. In the remainder of 

this paper we examine PostNuke and present a 3-year educational implementation of the system in a Greek 

elementary school.  

 

POSTNUKE 

PostNuke is one of the most popular Open Source Content, Community and Collaborative Management 

Systems (C3MS) available on the web today. It can function as a news, communication and collaboration 

portal. The current stable version is 0.750 Gold.  

Despite the fact that OSCMS are based on implementations of different open source technologies, the most 

common is known as LAMP, acronym of the technologies used: Linux, Apache, MySQL, and php. 

PostNuke is Operating System independent as it is written in an interpreted language though it is still based 

on Apache-php-MySQL. Historically, PostNuke is a phpNuke fork (http://www.phpnuke.org). PostNuke is 

a web application written in the scripting language php (http://www.php.net). It requires a web server 

(Apache: http://www.apache.org  or IIS: http://www.microsoft.com) as well as the database server of 

MySQL (http://www.mysql.com). PostNuke is released under GNU GPL and can be used both for internet 

and intranet purposes. In terms of organization and structure, PostNuke has a modular design and is 

comprised of four different elements: (a) core, (b) themes, (c) modules, and (d) blocks.  
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Table 3. The structure of PostNuke 0.750 

 

Component Description 

Core Offers the main functionality of the system and its overall configuration 

Themes 

Allow the customization of the appearance of the system and include management of 

background colors, graphics, fonts, and general system layout. In the latest release 

(version 0.750) PostNuke is shipped with 7 different themes (skins), while several 

more themes are available from third parties and/or can be developed  

Modules 

Involve the services provided by the system and include: news, daily events, FAQs, 

polls & surveys, ratings, reviews, sections, topics, links etc. The current distribution of 

PostNuke (0.750) includes 45 modules all of which can be activated/deactivated. 

Moreover, any of the over 100 modules available from third parties free of charge 

could be installed and/or custom ones could be developed by drawing on the available 

API 

Blocks 

Structure the presentation of information to the system user, and regulate the user 

access to the system services. 15 blocks are included in the distribution of the 0.750 

version of PostNuke while any of the several others available could be used and/or 

custom ones could be developed  

 

USES OF POSTNUKE AT THE 6
TH

 PRIMARY SCHOOL OF RETHIMNO 

Information Lab 

The current report is based on data collected by the author over a three year period (2001-04) during a 

series of design experiments carried out at the 6
th
 Primary School of Rethimno, in Crete, Greece 

(http://6dim-rethymn.reth.sch.gr). These experiments were conducted in the school Informatics Lab which 

was established in 1999 and was equipped with 1 server and 13 workstations. The PSN was the internet 

access service provider for the school initially through a leased-line 128 Kbps connection (2001-03) and 

subsequently through a wireless 2 Mbps connection (2003-present). Due to (a) the server’s real static IP 

address and (b) the resilient always-on connection to the internet, the server could also function as a web 

server.  

 

PostNuke Installation & Modification 

The Apache and MySQL servers as well as the scripting language php were installed and configured on the 

lab server running Microsoft Windows NT. PostNuke was installed on the web server in the beginning of 

the school year of 2001-02 (version 0.712 Rogue) for testing and development purposes only. The portal 

went public in April 2002 using the same PostNuke version. More than a year later, in July 2003, PostNuke 

was updated to version 0.726 (Phoenix) which in turn is scheduled to be updated to the current stable 

release (0.750 Gold) in the near future.  

A general purpose web application like PostNuke requires the systematic adaptation and modification to the 

specific school needs in order to be usable for students and educators. Given the fact that the distributed 

release is not directly usable for educational purposes, several modifications and adaptations were made. 

These modifications were realized in two different time frames: (a) 2001-03 and (b) 2003-04.  

The first phase of modifications involved the following: (a) language (translation of language files – both 

corrections to the system general language translation and the translations of several modules for which 

were no available language translations); (b) messaging system for asynchronous discussion (the lack of a 

reliable and usable forum at the time led to the adaptation of the news module to support threaded 

discussions), and (c) file sharing (file upload & download – adapting a third party module for uploading 

and downloading files). One of the themes included in the distribution was customized to meet the school 

needs. In addition to the activation of several services, content developed in the context of various school 

projects was also added to the portal.  
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The second phase of adaptations included the following: (a) customization of a theme (rman2) not included 

in the standard 0.726 release; (b) activation of several new services: calendar, calculator, guestbook, 

English version of the portal, English forum (xforum); (c) teaching and learning tools-services: modules for 

forum (phpBB2) and for creating static pages (Content Express). Moreover, two categories of content was 

also added to the portal: (a) school news and activities and (b) materials developed by students in the course 

of various school projects carried out through the portal. The final addition content-wise involved a set of 

research papers centered around the use of the portal itself for educational projects.  

Even though OSCMS like PostNuke allow the creation of on-line communities by following open user-

registration procedures (i.e. any interested user may register with the system), it was decided to disallow 

users to register. As control over what is posted by students was a primary concern, it was our intention to 

keep user registration under full control and, as a consequence, all system individual user and group 

accounts were issued by the author (for a detailed account of all system modifications see Karasavvidis, 

2003).  

 

Educational Projects  

The portal supported several ICT teaching and learning activities over a period of three years (2001-04). At 

the movement of writing the portal has had over 150.000 page views, most of which were from system 

users over the course of these years. More specifically, the portal was used by 473 students for seven 

collaborative learning projects while it also hosted the work of 231 students. The rationale which guided the 

design of the projects was to develop appropriate practices (activities and tasks) for Computer-Supported 

Collaborative Learning (CSCL). Provided that CSCL requires new forms of teaching and learning practices 

such as new tasks, activities, and instructional scenarios, there have been calls for the development of 

activities appropriate for CSCL practices. All projects were carried out by the author in a design-experiment 

fashion (Brown, 1992; Barab & Kirschner, 2001; Cobb et al., 2001). All the projects were carried out either 

by the author or in collaboration with other teachers, depending on the nature and the objectives of each 

project. As a rule, all projects lasted for a whole school year, covering a period spanning over 

approximately 35 weeks (i.e. from September to June). All projects were held once a week in typical 45’-

50’sessions in the Informatics lab of either the 6
th
 primary school of Rethimno or in the Informatics labs of 

the collaborating schools. All projects had an explicit ICT literacy focus, aiming to develop students’ ICT 

skills and competencies (c.f. Karasavvidis & Malandrakis, 2003). A transparent approach was followed 

whereby ICT was instrumental for the performance of a task. The two major tasks designed were of cross-

curricular nature: (a) neighborhood problems with an Environmental Education (EE) focus (Chronaki & 

Karasavvidis, 2004) and (b) electronic newspaper with a focus on collaborative text production (e-

newspaper). A general overview of the projects is given in table 5.   
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Table 4. An overview of the educational projects carried out through the portal (N: number of participating 

students; G: grade). 

 

Project N G Portal Use Description 

Environment 

2001-02 
104 5 & 6 host student work 

ICT literacy focus through a cross-curricular 

EE approach 

Environment 

2002-03 
141 5 & 6 

mediate the 

asynchronous 

communication and 

collaboration among 

student groups  

ICT literacy focus through a cross-curricular 

EE approach; students from two Greek cities 

discussed electronically the environmental 

problems facing in their neighborhoods 

Environment  

2003-04 
107 5 & 6 

mediate the 

asynchronous 

communication and 

collaboration among 

student groups 

ICT literacy focus through a cross-curricular 

EE approach; students from two Greek 

schools and one Greek-Cypriot school 

electronically discussed the environmental 

problems of their neighborhoods 

Collaborative 

e-newspaper  

2002-03 

89 6 

mediate the 

asynchronous 

communication and 

collaboration among 

student groups 

ICT literacy focus through a cross-curricular 

electronic newspaper creation activity; 

students from two Greek primary schools 

collaborated to write articles for a common 

electronic newspaper 

Collaborative 

e-newspaper 

2003-04 

136 6 

mediate the 

asynchronous 

communication and 

collaboration among 

student groups 

ICT literacy focus through a cross-curricular 

electronic newspaper creation activity; 

students from two Greek primary schools 

collaborated to write articles for a common 

electronic newspaper 

e-newspaper 

2002-03 
49 6 host student work 

ICT literacy focus through a cross-curricular 

electronic newspaper creation activity 

e-newspaper 

2003-04 
78 6 host student work 

ICT literacy focus through a cross-curricular 

electronic newspaper creation activity 

 

DISCUSSION 

Lessons learned from the educational uses of PostNuke 

System issues. PostNuke turned out to be reliable, stable, and secure while it could handle several users 

without problems (10-15 student groups concurrently logged into and making use of the system). In fact, 

the only system limitations were essentially due to hardware and operating system limitations, as the PC 

hosting the system was an old wintel machine (Pentium III, 128 MB RAM, 8 GB HDD, running Microsoft 

Windows NT 4.0).   

 

Technical usability. All projects conducted had ICT objectives which targeted the development of specific 

skills such as: logging in and out of the system, posting a message in the appropriate forum thread; 

responding to an existing message in a thread; uploading a file by attaching it to the post; downloading a 

file attached to a post; netiquette. These ICT objectives were met, and after the initial familiarization and 

practice students became competent users of the system. Students were for the most part capable of using 

the specific technology as it was easily customizable. Still, some issues remained a problem for some of the 

students, such as logging into the system and typing usernames and passwords using Latin characters. 

Nevertheless, the system could be improved in some respects, making it more student friendly. For 

instance, the forum may become more personal and lively by using the actual student pictures as opposed to 

avatars. Another option is to develop student-centered themes, i.e. use bright colors and play-like features.  
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Pedagogical usability. Even though the technical aspects and the system usability did not turn out to be a 

problem for the students, what was truly challenging was dealing with the tasks assigned at a cognitive 

level. While data analysis is still underway, preliminary results show that the collaborative learning tasks 

were found to be open, complex, and, overall, very demanding. Students reported that they have enjoyed 

them and were very enthusiastic about authentic communication as indicated by most of the evaluation 

surveys. Nevertheless, students found computer mediated communication and computer-supported 

collaborative learning to be difficult and very demanding, acknowledging communication problems on 

many different levels. Still, when it comes to performing the same task (i.e. collaboratively write articles 

for an electronic newspaper), the students seem to favor electronic communication and collaboration over 

distance and find it more interesting and appealing compared to face to face collaboration in class.   

 

Personnel issues. The transition from the traditional classroom to the on-line classroom is a huge leap for 

most educators. Leaving the technical issues aside, there are many learning, organizational, and 

pedagogical issues involved. For example, CSCL is by and large incompatible with traditional approaches 

to learning which poses an important obstacle for educators willing to incorporate it into their teaching and 

learning. Our experience shows that a single educator per school might install PostNuke (or any OSCMS 

for that purpose) but that does neither suffice nor guarantee its persistent and comprehensive use in 

everyday classroom life. As the history of Educational Technology shows, the availability of a technology 

is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for its widespread adoption and use (Cuban, 1986; 2001). Even 

though three staff meetings were held at the school over a period of 16 months, introducing the system and 

its services, only one teacher used the system with his students on a daily basis (i.e. the author of this 

paper). Out of the 32 staff, only two educators expressed some interest in using the system: one in a 

teaching unit which involved gathering and analyzing information from the internet, and the other for 

updating the news section of the school portal. Both educators were ICT novices and found the system 

somewhat complicated, especially the interfaces for posting news, producing static html pages, and 

uploading files.  

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

OSCMS represent a significant development because desktop and network technologies converge on a 

single, multipurpose, client-server, web-based application. OSCMS can be easily adapted to meet most of 

the typical school website needs as well as provide a platform for on-line teaching and learning, such as 

CSCL, CMC, and international collaboration.   

 

PostNuke appears to be very appealing as a portal solution precisely because it does not have an exclusive 

educational focus. In addition to the standard portal uses, with the activation of some specific modules 

PostNuke can also be used as a virtual learning environment: support teaching and learning on-line as well 

as help create and sustain student learning communities. It is argued here that a specialized e-learning 

system specifically designed for e-learning might be less tempting for teachers to use. The incorporation of 

a tool providing specialized e-learning services might be too much for teachers who are novice users of 

ICT. On the other hand, a general purpose tool such as a portal which provides typical web services (such 

as news, blogs, chat & forum, reviews, wikis etc) and is closer to the popular web culture, might pay off for 

introductory-familiarization purposes. Thus, portals can function as transitory, intermediate step toward the 

adoption of a more specialized learning technology. The fact that PostNuke can be used both as a portal and 

as an e-learning system makes it more preferable to other more education-tailored OSCMS such as Moodle 

or specifically designed systems such as Fle3-Synergeia.  

 

While at first glance the situation with OSCMS appears to be very disorganized with many competing 

projects and little or no cooperation among them, it is precisely this diversity which makes OSS more 

efficient and effective in the long run. Ongoing developments on both the international and the European 

levels will lead to mature OSCMS and deliver OSS-OSCMS standards and products for educational use 
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(c.f. Vuorikari, 2004b). Nevertheless, while from a technical point of view there are such promising 

developments, it should be borne in mind that what is still needed is careful planning of future steps. This 

planning includes student teacher and in-service teacher training, restructuring curriculum to make it 

compatible with virtual learning, developing appropriate curriculum materials, tasks, and activities, best-

practice scenarios etc. The future incorporation of e-learning systems in educational practice will only 

partly depend upon technical features of the systems themselves. The history of Educational Technology 

shows that the technocentric approach never took us very far learning-wise and therefore, in addition to the 

developments on the technological front, we should also focus on the actual teaching and learning needs.  

 

In conclusion, OSS currently represents not only a low cost solution but also a workable, viable and much 

desired alternative. The new opportunities afforded by OSCMS for teaching and learning purposes remain 

largely unexplored and the present paper makes a small contribution to that direction. 
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